
The Reconsidered Change Hub is a membership community for busy sustainable
business professionals. High-ROI at our core, we design creative spaces and solutions
that enable our members to save time and stay on top of rapidly changing
developments in the ESG, corporate social responsibility and social impact space. 
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what it is

what members get

Monthly Hot Topic: Deep dives into one hot sustainability topic per month, equipping
you with actionable knowledge.
‘Breaking It Down' Series: Complex sustainability topics simplified into practical,
jargon-free insights, to help you quickly stay ahead of emerging trends and
challenges.
Leadership Lounge: Access to interviews and resources from leading coaches and
thought leaders to enhance your leadership and change management skills.
Course Discounts: Exclusive discounts on deeper-dive learning opportunities from
Reconsidered and our partners.

'Find A Partner' Database: Discover a curated list of consultants, coaches, and
service providers.
Tools & Templates: Access checklists, how-to guides, slide templates, scripts, and
other resources to save time and boost productivity.

Online Community Spaces: Ask advice, share resources and engage in productive
conversations using our community platform Circle.
'How I Did It' Series: Learn from the success stories of other sustainability
practitioners, gaining valuable insights and inspiration.
Curated Connections: Benefit from tailored matchmaking to build meaningful
professional relationships and expand your network.

TRAININGS: Elevate Your Sustainability Knowledge
The sustainable business space is transforming at a dizzying speed. Get access to
short-form explainers, webcasts and upskilling opportunities to help you stay on top of it
all — at your own pace.

TOOLS: Streamline Your Sustainability Work
With time so tight, who has time to muddle through the Google cesspool? We’ve curated
a tight selection of resources, tools and templates that are logically organized and easy
to search.

TRUSTED NETWORK: Access A Global Community of Fellow Practitioners
Build your professional network meaningfully while tapping into the collective
knowledge of a global community of fellow practitioners. 



Stay Informed: Keep up with the rapidly evolving sustainability landscape through
easily digestible content and expert insights.
Save Time: Streamline your daily tasks with ready-to-use tools and templates,
allowing you to focus on impactful work.
Expand Your Network: Connect with a global community of experienced
sustainability practitioners, fostering collaboration and knowledge sharing.
Enhance Your Leadership Skills: Gain access to leadership resources and coaching
to become a more effective change agent.
Be Inspired: Learn from the success stories of others and find inspiration to
overcome challenges in your own sustainability journey.

Joining the Reconsidered Change Hub membership is an investment in your
professional development and ability to drive meaningful change in your organization.
We’ll help you:
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WHY JOIN

how to join

The Change Hub is open to working professionals in the sustainable business
ecosystem — either driving CSR, ESG or social impact efforts within a company or
organization, or tackling these issues from a consultant, non-profit or industry group
perspective.

Members can choose between a quarterly membership (€199/quarter or €66/month)
or an annual membership (€588/year or €49/month).

The Change Hub is currently in private Beta mode, meaning that we maintain an
application and waitlist for new members to join. Sign up at http://changehub.co. 

About Reconsidered
Reconsidered is an impact strategy and communications studio
focused on helping sustainable business leaders drive bigger, bolder,
more sustainable change. Through content, courses, community and
consulting, we are working toward our vision of a more thriving, just
and resilient world.

HTTP://RECONSIDERED.CO
TEAM@RECONSIDERED.CO


